We recorded from middle-lateral (ML) and primary (A1) auditory cortex while macaques discriminated amplitude-modulated (AM) noise from unmodulated noise. Compared with A1, ML had a higher proportion of neurons that encoded increasing AM depth by decreasing their firing rates ("decreasing" neurons), particularly with responses that were not synchronized to the modulation. Choice probability (CP) analysis revealed that A1 and ML activity were different during the first half of the test stimulus. In A1, significant CP began before the test stimulus, remained relatively constant (or increased slightly) during the stimulus, and increased greatly within 200 ms of lever release. Neurons in ML behaved similarly, except that significant CP disappeared during the first half of the stimulus and reappeared during the second half and prerelease periods. CP differences between A1 and ML depend on neural response type. In ML (but not A1), when activity was lower during the first half of the stimulus in nonsynchronized, decreasing neurons, the monkey was more likely to report AM. Neurons that both increased firing rate with increasing modulation depth ("increasing" neurons) and synchronized their responses to AM had similar choice-related activity dynamics in ML and A1. These results suggest that, when ascending the auditory system, there is a transformation in coding AM from primarily synchronized increasing responses in A1 to nonsynchronized and dual (increasing/decreasing) coding in ML. This sensory transformation is accompanied by changes in the timing of activity related to choice, suggesting functional differences between A1 and ML related to attention and/or behavior.
Introduction
Although knowledge about macaque primary auditory cortex (A1) has grown in recent years, little is known about the transformations occurring in higher auditory cortical areas. Temporal modulation, such as amplitude modulation (AM), is a ubiquitous sound property used for a variety of functions such as, but not limited to, vocalization (including speech) processing, pitch analysis, and segregating sound sources. One hypothesis is that as the auditory system is ascended, the representation of temporal modulation changes from one where neurons temporally track the envelope (phase locking) to a non-phase-locking rate code (Lu et al., 2001) . Another idea from research in several modalities is that activity becomes more tightly linked to attention, decisions, or categorizations as the cortical hierarchy is ascended (Nienborg and Cumming, 2006; Tsunada et al., 2011) .
There are at least three core, seven belt, and two parabelt monkey auditory cortical fields Hackett, 1999, 2000) . The core fields, including A1, are considered the primary stage in the auditory cortical hierarchy. The belt concentrically surrounds the core,and is considered the secondary stage. This classification is based on the belt's connectivity to the thalamus, core, and parabelt (Morel and Kaas, 1992; Rauschecker, 1997; Hackett et al., 1998; Romanski et al., 1999; de la Mothe et al., 2006a de la Mothe et al., , 2006b ); slower first-spike latencies than the core (Recanzone et al., 2000; Lakatos et al., 2005) ; and increased level of spectral integration and response preference to more complex sounds (Imig et al., 1977; Rauschecker et al., 1995; Kosaki et al., 1997; Recanzone et al., 2000; Wessinger et al., 2001; Rauschecker and Tian, 2004; Lakatos et al., 2005; Petkov et al., 2006; Kuśmierek and Rauschecker, 2009 ). The middle-lateral (ML) area is an auditory belt area immediately lateral to and heavily interconnected with A1 (Morel et al., 1993; Kuśmierek et al., 2012) .
Our understanding of the relationship between single neuron activity and perception has been greatly advanced by simultaneously recording neural activity and animals' perceptual judgments (Tolhurst et al., 1983; Barlow et al., 1987; Newsome et al., 1989; Sinclair and Burton, 1991; Britten et al., 1992) and using choice probability (CP) analysis, which quantifies the relationship between neural activity and choice on a trial-by-trial basis (Celebrini and Newsome, 1994; Britten et al., 1996; Dodd et al., 2001; Cook and Maunsell, 2002; Krug, 2004; Uka and DeAngelis, 2004; Uka et al., 2005; Cohen and Newsome, 2009; Nienborg and Cumming, 2009; Hernández et al., 2010) . Although a relationship between neural activity and choice on a trial-by-trial basis might reflect the animal's decision, it may also be related to attention (Nienborg and Cumming, 2009) .
Using CP analyses, activity related to macaque choices during AM discrimination has been reported recently in A1 (Niwa et al.,
AM detection task
The monkeys discriminated AM from unmodulated noise (typically called an AM detection task because they detect whether the test stimulus is AM compared with an unmodulated standard stimulus). Schematics of the task are shown in Figure 1 . The monkeys were trained to initiate a trial by pressing and holding down a lever. In a trial, two 800 ms sounds were presented, separated by a 400 ms intersound interval (ISI). The first sound (standard) was an unmodulated noise, and the second (test stimulus) was either an AM noise (target) or a repetition of the unmodulated noise (nontarget). During a single recording session, target stimuli had a fixed modulation frequency (the multiple unit [MU] best modulation frequency [BMF] ; see "Physiological recording" section below) and depths spanning 6 -100%. Subjects were required to respond to AM targets by releasing the lever during an 800 ms response window after the offset of the test stimulus. They were not allowed to respond during the sound; if they attempted this, the trial was terminated and re-presented Figure 1 . Schematic of the behavioral paradigm illustrating the time course of events in the AM discrimination task for the four possible trial-response combinations. Trial initiation began with the presentation of a light cue, when the monkey depressed a lever for sound presentation ("observing response"). A correct "hit" response (top) occurred when the monkey released the lever within the 800 ms response window after a modulated test stimulus. This response window began at stimulus offset and terminated 800 ms later. A liquid reward was given (blue drop) for a hit. A false alarm (second from top) occurred when the second sound was unmodulated and the monkey incorrectly responded during the 800 ms window. A correct rejection (second from bottom) occurred when the second sound was not modulated and the monkey continued to depress the lever during the entire 800 ms window; correct rejections were also rewarded. A miss (bottom) occurred when the test stimulus was modulated and the monkey continued depressing the lever for the entire 800 ms response window. Misses were incorrect. On this task, two different types of lever release were possible: report-release occurred when the animal released the lever within the 800 ms window to report AM (for hits and false alarms) and resume-release occurred on correct rejection and miss trials,after the 800 ms window when the monkey had to release the lever to start a new trial.
after a brief interval. When the test stimulus was unmodulated, the subjects were required to hold down the lever for the entire 800 ms response window. Response time (RT) was defined as the time period measured from test stimulus offset to lever release. Animals were water regulated and rewarded with juice or water on all correct trials, which included hits (a lever release for target trials) and correct rejections (holding down the lever for nontarget trials). Animals were informed of incorrect responses, which included misses (not releasing the lever on target trials) and false alarms (releasing the lever on nontarget trials) by the offset of an incandescent light placed in front of them. False alarms were also followed by a time-out period of 15-60 s.
Physiological recording
Physiological techniques similar to those described previously by Niwa et al. (2012a Niwa et al. ( , 2012b were used. A titanium head post was positioned anteriorly and a CILUX recording chamber (Crist Instruments) was placed over parietal cortex and secured using dental acrylic. The electrode was tilted at ϳ10 degrees. This placement and angle allowed for near vertical access to ML and A1. A plastic grid with 27-gauge holes (Crist Instruments) covering a 15 ϫ 15 mm brain area at 1 mm intervals was placed on the recording chamber. A stainless steel, transdural guide tube was inserted into one hole of the grid on each recording day. A high-impedance tungsten microelectrode (1-4 M⍀; for FHC, 0.5-1 M⍀; Alpha-Omega Engineering) was inserted through the guide tube and lowered into A1 or ML by a hydraulic microdrive (FHC). All recordings were made while the animals were head restrained via a connection between the head post and a custom-made primate chair that was "acoustically transparent" (i.e., constructed primarily from wire rather than plastic panels to minimize acoustical reflections; Crist Instruments).
Electrophysiological signals were amplified and filtered (0.3-10 kHz; A-M Systems model 1800 and Krohn-Hite model 3382), sampled at a rate of 50 kHz through an A/D converter (model 1401; CED), sent to a PC, and saved onto the computer's hard disk. The time stamps of all other relevant events were saved for later analysis. Action potentials were sorted and assigned to individual neurons preliminarily online and then refined offline using a waveform-matching algorithm supplied in SPIKE2 software (CED).
Data analysis
Determination of BMF. The BMF was determined for every recording site's MU activity by presenting 100% depth AM noise at the following modulation frequencies: 2. 5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 60, 120, 250, 500 , and 1000 Hz. Unmodulated noise was also presented because the BMF was defined as the modulation frequency at which the unit best discriminated AM from unmodulated noise. The BMF was calculated by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis using firing rate and vector strength (VS; see "ROC analysis" section for details). From the ROC analysis, we obtained two measures: (1) BMF VS , the modulation frequency with the greatest VS-based ROC area, and (2) BMF SC , the modulation frequency with rate-based ROC area most deviant from 0.5. The ROC area is bounded by 0 and 1, and the farther the values are from 0.5, the better the responses can distinguish AM from unmodulated noise (0 and 1 represent perfect discrimination). BMF SC could be based on either increases (ROC area close to 1) or decreases (ROC area close to 0) of activity in response to AM relative to the unmodulated noise. If activity increased at some modulation frequencies and decreased at others relative to unmodulated noise, the one with better AM discrimination (ROC area furthest from 0.5) was chosen.
We then recorded unit activity while the animals worked on the behavioral task, varying modulation depth from trial to trial. We did this recording at the BMF. We chose the BMF to use for depth-sensitivity functions as follows: (1) if one BMF measure (BMF VS or BMF SC ) had ROC area Ͼ0.75 (or Ͻ0.25) and the other did not, then the BMF with ROC area Ͼ0.75 (or Ͻ0.25) was used; (2) if both BMFs had ROC Ͼ0.25 from 0.5 (ROC area Ͼ0.75 or Ͻ0.25), but one ROC area was Ͼ0.1-0.15 than the other, the BMF with the ROC area most deviant from 0.5 was chosen; (3) if both ROC areas were Ͼ0.25 from 0.5 and within 0.1-0.15 of each other, we used the type of BMF that differed from the last one used (this could mean going back to the previous recording session if this were the first unit of the day). After the BMF was selected, animals performed the AM detection task and the neural data obtained during the task were analyzed.
ROC analysis. We applied signal-detection-theory-based ROC analysis (Green and Swets, 1974) to determine the degree to which neurons or MU recordings could discriminate AM from its unmodulated carrier. To calculate ROC area, a unit's response to the AM sound was first determined using a particular neural measure (i.e., either the firing rate or the ability to phase lock to AM) in each trial. The response to unmodulated sound was also calculated using the same neural measure on each redundant trial. Probability distributions of the response measure were then determined for the AM and the unmodulated noise. For each probability distribution, we determined the proportion of trials in which the neural response measure exceeded a given criterion level on modulated (P AM ) and unmodulated (P unMod ) test stimulus trials.
If we assume that in a trial in which a criterion is exceeded, the neuron reports AM, then P AM is analogous to hit rate in psychophysical experiments, whereas P unMod is analogous to the false alarm rate. This procedure was repeated at 100 criterion values spanning the full range of both distributions for each modulation depth. The two-dimensional plot of all pairs of P AM and P unMod at a given depth (or modulation frequency for BMF determination) forms the neural ROC, and the area under the ROC is called the neural ROC area; here, the neural ROC area represents the neural discriminability of AM from the noise carrier. This is the probability with which an ideal observer can determine if the stimulus is AM based solely on the response of the neuron. A neural ROC of 1 means the measure (e.g., firing rate) is always higher on AM (target) trials than unmodulated (nontarget) to trials (no overlap in distributions), so in any trial an ideal observer could predict with 100% accuracy whether the sound was modulated simply by observing the firing rate. An ROC area of 0.5 means that an ideal observer would perform at chance. ROC area is symmetric around 0.5 such that an ROC area of 0 also indicates that an ideal observer could predict with 100% accuracy whether the sound was modulated; however, in this case, the measure is always lower for modulated than unmodulated sounds. We obtained a single measure of a neuron's AM discriminability by averaging ROC areas over all depths (6 -100%) because we needed a measure of discriminability for all units and neural threshold (the modulation depth at which the ROC area reaches a particular detection level) cannot be determined for all units (Yin et al., 2011) .
Classification of decreasing units. To classify a unit as increasing or decreasing, we analyzed the slope of the ROC area versus modulation depth neurometric function. We fitted a linear regression to the neurometric function and, based on the slope, the response was characterized as increasing (positive slope) or decreasing (negative slope).
CP. CP analysis was used to quantify the trial-to-trial relationship between neural activity and an animal's decision. CP analysis is essentially identical to ROC analysis except that trials are partitioned according to the animal's choice rather than by the type of stimulus. CP measures the overlap in distributions of an activity measure (e.g., firing rate or VS) partitioned by whether the animal reported modulation. CP, like ROC area, ranges from 0 to 1. A CP value of 1 means that the measure is always higher when the animal reports AM; therefore, the activity measure on any individual trial predicts with 100% accuracy whether the animal reported the sound as modulated. There are many reasons that CP might be near 1, including but not limited to the following: activity that informs the decision, activity that is part of the decision process, or activity that reflects the attentional level of the animal with a higher attentional level on correctly responding trials. A CP value of 0 also means that the neuron is 100% accurate, but in this case, the response measure is always lower on trials in which the animal reports AM. A CP value of 0.5 means that predictions of the animal's decision based on neural activity can only be made at chance level.
Below, procedures for firing-rate-based CP are described, but VSbased CP is calculated in the same fashion. First, the average firing rate was calculated in a time window of interest for each trial. In the next section, time windowing is described for CP related to lever release that is not necessarily aligned with the stimulus). At each modulation depth, distributions of trial-by-trial firing rates were made separately for two conditions: (1) the "responded" condition in which an animal released the lever to report AM (hit or false alarm trials), and (2) the "nonresponded" condition in which the animal reports an unmodulated sound by continuing to depress the lever during the 800 ms response window (miss or correct rejection trials). We then calculated the proportion of responded-condition trials (P r ) having firing rates greater than a given criterion level and the proportion of nonresponded trials (P nr ) exceeding the same criterion. This procedure was repeated using 100 criterion values taken from the full range of firing rates found in responded and nonresponded trials at that depth. A curve was generated by plotting P nr against P r . CP is the area under this curve.
There were few nonresponded trials at high modulation depths (60, 80, and 100%) because the modulation was so easy to detect and the animals were nearly perfect. In addition, there were few responded trials for modulation depths Ͻ16%, because this modulation was typically below the animals' AM detection thresholds. To reliably compare firing rate between responded and nonresponded conditions, CP analysis was performed only at modulation depths having Ն5 trials in both conditions. Typically, for a unit, two to three modulation depths had Ն5 trials in both conditions. To assess each unit's overall quantitative relationship between firing rate and the animal's choice, we calculated a "grand CP." for which firing rates were transformed into z-scores at each depth and z-scores were collapsed across depths (for depths having Ն5 trials only) in responded and nonresponded conditions. Distributions of z-scores were then determined for responded and nonresponded conditions, a CP curve was generated, and the area under this curve was calculated to determine a grand CP for each unit. The significance of each unit's grand CP was determined using a permutation test (Britten et al., 1996) . Briefly, the z-scores (collapsed across depths) from responded and nonresponded conditions were pooled. Random samples were taken from the pool without replacement, and assigned to "responded" and "nonresponded" conditions in the same proportion as found in the experiment. Grand CP was then calculated from the random samples. This procedure was repeated 2000 times. The p value equals the proportion of grand CP values from the random process lying above the experimentally obtained grand CP.
CP related to lever release. In addition to calculating CP during the standard, ISI, and test periods, we also calculated CP for periods before report-release and before resume-release (Fig. 1) . Report-release occurs when the animal releases the lever within the 800 ms after stimulus offset to report AM and resume-release occurs when the animal releases the lever after a miss or correct rejection to start another trial (Fig. 1) .
Resume-release data were available because, to initiate the next trial after a miss (or correct rejection), the subject had to first release the lever. We calculated CP for resume-release trials after target misses only. Data could not be used for correct rejections, because in these trials, a reward was administered while the lever was held down (Fig. 1 ) and during and after reward delivery, acoustical noise would be present. As in all CP analyses, we only included the modulation depths that had Ն5 responded and Ն5 nonresponded trials. Resume-release analysis was performed to determine the degree to which more general premotor or somatosensory activity was present in auditory cortical neurons (this influences interpretation of report-release because report-release could be due to these more general effects rather than activity related to detecting AM).
For calculating CP during a fixed-length time window aligned to the lever release, additional steps were necessary for two reasons: (1) reportrelease did not occur on nonresponded trials, and (2) in trials in which animals reported AM, they released the lever at different times relative to stimulus onset. Therefore, when comparing activity aligned to lever release on report-release and resume-release trials, the comparable time window for trials when the animals did not release the lever is not obvious.
Report-release CP factoring out stimulus effects. Firing rate was calculated in the 200 ms time window before report-release in each trial in which the animal responded. Because nonresponded trials have no lever release, we needed to determine an appropriate time window to count spikes. The first way we did this was to select windows for responded and nonresponded trials at equivalent times relative to the stimulus so that the stimulus effects were the same in both conditions and could be factored out. We implemented this by randomly sampling (with replacement) RTs (the time from the end of the stimulus to lever release) from the pool of RTs obtained in the responded trials at the same depth as the nonresponded trials of interest. For the nonresponded trials at that depth, we then calculated firing rate using 200 ms windows before the sampled RTs (i.e., at the same times relative to stimulus offset). In this way, we sampled identical times relative to the stimulus for responded and nonresponded trials so that stimulus effects would not be present in the CP analysis. The grand CP was calculated based on z-scores (collapsed across depths) for responded and nonresponded trials. We determined the significance of this CP using a permutation test. This entire procedure was repeated 1000 times using a different set of random RT samples on each repetition, and 1000 grand CP values and p values were obtained. The median grand CP and its corresponding p value were used as the CP estimate and p value for each unit.
Report-release CP factoring out reward-anticipation effects. Because expectation of a reward could contribute to the activity before the behavioral response and reward-related parameters can affect auditory cortical activity (Brosch et al., 2011) , we also performed an analysis to factor out reward-anticipation effects. In our behavioral paradigm, animals should expect rewards for both responded and nonresponded trials, because rewards are given for both releasing the lever for AM sounds and for withholding the lever release for unmodulated stimuli. However, the timing of reward delivery relative to the test stimulus differed between responded and nonresponded trials; a reward almost immediately followed lever release on correct responded trials (hits), whereas it occurred later (after the 800 ms response window) on correct nonresponded trials ( Fig. 1 ). This suggests that reward might more strongly affect firing rate on responded trials, during the time windows used for CP analyses that factors out stimulus effects, because that window is closer in time to the reward than the window used in nonresponded trials. Therefore, we examined the data relative to the timing of reward. For this analysis, in nonresponded trials, we counted spikes in a time window aligned to the end of the 800 ms response window so as to occur at the same time relative to when the reward is expected in responded trials (just after lever release). CP was calculated by comparing the firing rate during 400 ms before report-release in responded trials to the rate during the 400 ms before the end of the 800 ms response window (at the end of this window, a reward was administered for correct rejections) in nonresponded trials.
Resume-release CP. For this analysis, we counted spikes in a 200 ms window aligned to resume release and compared this activity with 200 ms of spontaneous activity. Because resume-release was compared with spontaneous periods whereas report-release compares activity relative to the stimulus (usually Ͼ100 ms after the stimulus), care must be taken in comparing these numbers.
Different time periods (200 and 400 ms) were used for different lever release analyses. A shorter 200 ms duration window was used for comparing activity before reporting AM (report-release) to activity before resume-release. We used the shorter 200 ms window to be as far removed in time from the stimulus as possible because report-release and resumerelease occur at different times relative to the stimulus and we did not want the stimulus proximity of report-release to influence these comparisons. For other lever release analyses, we used a 400 ms window so that the same duration windows as for the other time period analyses was used (400 ms ISI, first 400 ms of stimulus, second 400 ms of stimulus).
VS and phase-projected VS. VS measures the precision of phase locking and is defined as follows:
where n is the total number of spikes and i is the phase of each spike in radians. i is calculated as follows:
where t i is the time of the spike relative to the onset of the stimulus and p is the modulation period of the stimulus (Mardia and Jupp, 2000) . VS varies from 0 to 1; a value of one indicates perfect phase locking (all spikes at the same time of each cycle) whereas 0 means no phase locking (or circular symmetric firing relative to the AM period). The unaltered VS has difficulty quantifying phase locking at low firing rates because artificially high VS values are obtained. This can be demonstrated when no phase locking (random spikes in time) is present but there are low spike counts. For example, if one spike is fired on a given trial, a VS of 1 would result regardless of when that spike occurred. If two spikes are fired randomly in time, a high VS would also likely result because the probability that two random spikes fire 180 degree out of phase with each other (relative to the stimulus modulation period) is low. However, the only way to get a VS value of 0 for two spikes is if they fire 180 degrees out of phase relative to the modulation. If sampling from a random distribution of spikes in time, VS will approach zero as the number of spikes approaches infinity. Because we needed to calculate VS on a trial-by-trial basis for CP and ROC analysis, VS in low spike-count trials is a critical issue because some single-units fire only a few spikes in a single trial.
A measure known as phase-projected VS (VS PP ) was implemented to address this issue (Yin et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2012) . VS PP compares the mean phase angle for each trial with the mean phase angle of all trials ("global" response to obtain "reference" phase) and penalizes single-trial VS values if they are not in phase with the global response. VS PP is calculated on a trial-by-trial basis as follows:
where VS t is the VS per trial, calculated as in Equation 1, and t and c are the mean phases of the trial-by-trial and the global responses (angle in radians), respectively. The mean phase angle, c , for each cell was the phase calculated from all trials at 100% depth at a given modulation frequency. For all VS PP calculations, a trial with no spikes was assigned a VS PP of zero. VS PP ranges from 1 (all spikes in phase with the mean phase of the global response) to Ϫ1 (all spikes 180 degrees out of phase with mean phase of the global response). A VS PP of 0 corresponds to spikes occurring at random phase with respect to the global mean phase. Except for the cases in which there were low spike counts, the two VS measures were in good agreement (Yin et al., 2011) . Identification of auditory cortical fields. Frequency tuning curves were made to assess tonotopic organization of the auditory cortical fields. At each recording site, frequency tuning was measured by presenting 100 ms pure tones at different frequency and intensity combinations. If the unit was lost after the AM experiment but before frequency tuning was completed, we moved the electrode slightly to measure frequency tuning on a nearby MU. An initial assessment of the preferred frequency range was done by manually varying frequency and intensity to determine the range used in the automated procedure. We typically used a 3 octave range in 1/5 octave steps around the preferred frequency estimated using the initial manual assessment in the automated procedure. Intensities typically spanned 80 dB in 10 dB steps between 10 and 90 dB SPL. Random order presentation was used to determine frequency tuning and each stimulus was repeated at least twice for each frequency-intensity combination. Firing rate was calculated during the 100 ms stimulus window and a two-dimensional response matrix (intensity ϫ frequency) was created. The neuron's frequency tuning curve was estimated using the contour line at the mean spontaneous response (firing rate in a 75 ms window before the stimulus onset) plus two SDs (MATLAB's "contourc" function). The best frequency (BF) and threshold were determined from the obtained frequency tuning curve. A tonotopic map was created from BF in all recordings for each animal. The location of A1 was determined based on a systematic increase in BF from anterior to posterior cortical locations and approximately constant BF along the medial-lateral axis. We determined the border of A1 and ML based on the lack of response robustness to tones, slower tone response latency, and wider width of frequency tuning for ML locations (Merzenich and Brugge, 1973; Morel et al., 1993 ; Kosaki et al., 1997; Rauschecker, 1997; Recanzone et al., 2000) . Because not much information about ML response properties exists, we report the summary of our comparison of MUs in A1 and ML (Table 1 ). In general, the trends were similar to those reported in an single-unit (SU) study (Recanzone et al., 2000) , although the absolute values are different in ways one would expect when comparing MU (ours) with SU properties. Another difference is that Recanzone et al. did not specifically target ML and used a different nomenclature, so that their numbers included both ML and AL recordings. In our study, putative ML was identified as a narrow strip of 2-3 mm width located lateral to the physiologically determined A1/ML border.
When time permitted, we also recorded unit responses to 100 ms bandpass noise with various center frequencies and various bandpass filter widths at multiple intensity levels. The filter widths were 1/3, 1/2, 1, and/or 2 octaves, because a similar range was found previously to be effective in the belt areas . Intensities typically spanned 80 dB with a 10 dB increment between 10 and 90 dB SPL. Stimuli were presented in random order and repeated one to three times for each (frequency, filter-width, intensity) combination. A two-dimensional response matrix (intensity ϫ frequency) was obtained for each filter-width size using firing rate during the 0 -100 or 0 -150 ms window after stimulus onset depending on the response profiles at each recording site. The neuron's frequency tuning curve was estimated as described above, and the BF and the preferred filter width size were determined from the frequency-intensity contour plots. The anteriorposterior border of ML (the borders with AL and CL) was estimated on a systematic change in BF using this bandpass noise tuning.
Results
We recorded spiking activity from 66 MUs and 123 SUs derived from 43 penetrations in the ML of two macaque monkeys' right auditory cortex while they discriminated AM. For comparison purposes, we further analyzed 100 MUs and 237 SUs (derived from 75 penetrations) from A1 in the same two monkeys and a third monkey. These A1 neurons were also used in another study (Niwa et al., 2012a) . Before reporting choice-related activity, we need to briefly describe how well ML neurons detect modulation, because responses of ML neurons to AM have never been reported.
ML responses to AM
A major difference between A1 and ML is that, in ML, there is a larger proportion of "decreasing" units-those in which firing decreases with increasing modulation depth at the MUs BMF ( Table 2 ). The higher proportion of decreasing units in ML than A1 was significant ( 2 Ͻ 0.001 for MUs and SUs). Therefore, when analyzing the ability of ML units to determine whether a sound is modulated, we broke them down by field and response type (Fig. 2) . In general, units in both fields were similar in their ability to detect rate-based AM (100% modulation depth), but ML was worse than A1 at phase locking for frequencies Ͼϳ15 Hz.
The firing-rate-based ROC areas in ML and A1 were similar for both increasing and decreasing responses. This was true when all responses were taken (population mean ROC area, Fig. 2 A, B) and when only considering responses that could significantly distinguish AM from unmodulated noise (Fig. 2C,D) . If responses were not segregated by increasing and decreasing response type, ML would have lower ROC areas than A1 because ML has more decreasing responses than A1 and these decreasing responses would counteract the increasing responses, bringing the ML mean closer to 0.5. ML was generally worse at phase locking than A1. The ability to detect modulation based on phase locking was worse in ML across the entire population of neurons (Fig. 2 E, F ) . However, for those ML units that significantly phase locked, AM detection improved and the differences between A1 and ML were much smaller (Fig. 2G,H ) . However, for those units that did significantly phase lock, raw VS was on average lower in ML than A1 for all frequencies Ͼ5 Hz (Fig. 2 I, J ) .
These data support that AM rate coding is similar in ML and A1, but phase-locked coding is worse. In addition, in ML, the emergence of a large proportion of units that decrease firing rate with increasing modulation depth necessitates breaking down the analyses by response type.
CP in auditory cortex
CP analysis was performed to examine whether ML neurons' firing rates were related to the animals' behavioral choices on a trial-by-trial basis. CP was calculated by comparing the distribution of firing rate from trials in which animals reported AM by releasing the lever (responded trials) to firing-rate distributions from trials in which they did not report AM (nonresponded trials). We present CP examined in five different time periods over the course of a single trial: (1) during the standard sound (first sound in a trial, which was always unmodulated noise), (2) during the 400 ms silent period after the standard but before the test Figure 2. Ability of ML and A1 neurons to discriminate AM noise from unmodulated noise. Each point represents an average score over units. Response type (increasing vs decreasing) was based on the response of a unit at a particular modulation frequency. Therefore, a unit could have increasing responses at some modulation frequencies and decreasing responses at other modulation frequencies. For each unit, ROC areas were calculated by comparing 100% AM responses with unmodulated noise responses. Significant responses were determined by a t test comparing the AM responses with the unmodulated noise responses for each unit at each modulation frequency. Significant increasing responses were defined as a response in which firing was greater for modulated than unmodulated sounds. Significant decreasing responses were defined as a response in which firing was less for modulated than for unmodulated sounds. A, ROC area based on firing rate using all MU responses. B, ROC area based on firing rate using all SU responses (i.e., the population mean ROC area). C, ROC area based on firing rate only using MUs with significant differences between AM and unmodulated noise responses at that frequency. D, Same as C but for SUs. E, ROC area based on VS using all MU responses. F, ROC area based on VS using all SU responses. G, ROC area based on VS using only MUs with significantly different VS for AM compared with unmodulated noise at that frequency. H, Same as G but for SUs. I, J, Raw VS values for MUs and SUs using only MUs with significantly different VS for AM compared with unmodulated noise at that frequency.
stimulus (ISI period), (3) during the first half of the test stimulus (0 -400 ms), (4) during the second half of the test stimulus (400 -800 ms), and (5) during the 400 (and 200) ms period before the animals' behavioral response (see Materials and Methods, "Resume-release CP"). In presenting the data in this study, we go backwards in time: we first present pre-lever-release analyses and then the sound sequence analyses proceeding from largest CP effects to smallest. We also examined whether the strength of phase locking by ML neurons was correlated with animals' choice using CP analysis.
Activity related to lever release in the AM task
In A1 and ML, many units increased activity before resumerelease, report-release, or both ( Table 3 ), suggesting that a premotor influence is present. A smaller proportion of neurons increased activity only before report-release, suggesting that either lever-related activity is modulated by task context or a different type of activity is present in the neurons only displaying report-release activity. In addition, fewer responses in ML than A1 were significant for both report and resume-release, suggesting that a simple motor-related effect for all lever releases is less common in ML. Figure 3 exemplifies an ML MU with both report-release and resume-release activity. This unit responded to 5 Hz AM by increasing firing rate with modulation depth (Fig. 3A) . In addition, there were large, sustained increases in activity after stimulus offset at higher modulation depths. When trials are partitioned by the animal's behavioral choice into "responded" (Fig. 3B ) and "nonresponded" (Fig. 3C) , it becomes clear that this sustained activity was related to the animal's behavioral response rather than to a stimulus offset. For the responded trials shown in Figure  3B , at each modulation depth, trials are sorted by the animal's RT (shortest RTs on top for each depth) and activity is time aligned to lever release. Sustained discharges started ϳ150 ms before lever release regardless of the RT and modulation depth, and the strength of this discharge also appeared to be depth independent (Fig. 3B) . In contrast, activity increases could not be seen during an equivalent time period in nonresponded trials (Fig. 3C , aligned to stimulus onset).
To better visualize this difference, the average firing rate was plotted (Fig. 3 D, E) to compare responded and nonresponded trials directly. Because there was no lever release in nonresponded trials, the nonresponded trials plot in Figure 3E is aligned to the average RT (relative to the stimulus) obtained from the responded trials at the same depth. This resulted in comparisons between responded and nonresponded trials using equivalent time windows relative to the test stimulus. In this MU, activity was also related to resume-release (Fig. 3 F, G) . Figure 3G compares firing rate aligned to lever release in two different contexts: the dashed line for release to report AM discrimination "reportrelease" and the removed second and solid line for resumerelease. Only at the 28% depth were there Ն5 trials for both conditions. We calculated CP by comparing firing rate between report-release and resume-release using the 200 ms window before lever release and found no significant difference (CP ϭ 0.550, p ϭ 0.331). Figure 3 shows that this MU increased firing before lever release for both conditions at a similar magnitude despite the difference in context. CP analysis revealed that an ideal observer could predict the animal's lever release 76.5% and 75.9% of the time for reportrelease and resume-release, respectively, based solely on observing this MUs firing rate 200 ms before release (grand CPs of 0.765 and 0.759 for report-and resume-release for this MU, respectively). Both were significantly greater than the chance value of 0.5 (permutation test p ϭ 0.003 and p ϭ 0.001, respectively).
For ML and A1, the mean population grand CP during the 200 ms before lever release was significantly greater than the chance value of 0.5 for MUs and SUs (Fig. 4A-D , G-J, Table 4 ). In ML, many units significantly increased activity before report-release (41% of MUs and 20% of SUs) and a larger percentage of units significantly increased firing before resume-release (Fig. 4, Table  3 ). The percentages were slightly higher in A1. Although the majority of ML units with increased firing before report-release also increased firing before resume-release, a smaller percentage of ML than A1 units increased activity before both report-release and resume-release, although this effect did not reach significance when tested over the entire population of units (e.g., n ϭ 61 MUs in ML; 2 proportion test p ϭ 0.059 for MUs and p ϭ 0.219 for SUs).
We found that reward-expectation could not be the sole source of report-release CP by aligning the time windows to the time of expected reward (see Materials and Methods, "Reportrelease CP factoring out reward-anticipation effects"). The logic is that if reward expectation causes the report-release CP, then nonrelease trials aligned to the time of expected reward should result in CP values of 0.5. The firing rate 400 ms before reportrelease was significantly greater than the rate 400 ms before the end of the response window in the nonresponded trials (when reward is expected). Furthermore, in ML, but not A1, rewardaligned CP was stronger than stimulus-aligned CP, arguing further against reward effects (Table 4 ). This result suggests that the increased firing before report-release is not solely due to reward expectation.
ML firing rate evoked during the sound sequence correlates with the animals' choice
Choice-related activity was not observed during the standard sound, but was observed during the ISI and target sound. During the 800 ms standard (first) sound, ML's population-average CP was 0.499 for MUs and 0.503 for SUs, neither significantly different from 0.5. Significant effects also were not found when the standard was divided into first and second halves (Table 4) . This does not support a relationship between firing rate during the standard sound and the animals' choice made later in the trial.
During the 400 ms ISI period, choice-related activity was observed ( Fig. 5 A, CPs for report-release were calculated with a 200 ms time window so that both report-related and resume-release related activity can be compared using the same duration. Note that in this table, the proportion of units in ML is calculated based on 61 MUs and 114 SUs (instead of the total samples of 66 MUs and 123 SUs in, e.g., Fig. 4) . The missing five MUs and nine SUs were excluded from this calculation because the original data files that recorded the time of animals' resume-release was corrupted, so the CP for resume-release could not be calculated. choice made later in the trial. An alternative interpretation is that firing rate during the ISI may increase due to a higher level of generalized attention or arousal in those trials in which animals would later report AM detection. In ML, during the first half of the test stimulus, the average CP across all neurons was not Ͼ0.5 (Fig. 5C,D) , but during the second half, it was (Fig. 5 E, F ) ; this differs from A1, in which CP averaged across all neurons was Ͼ0.5 for both halves of the test stimulus (Table 4) . Individually in ML, 8 of 66 (12.1%) MUs and 17 of 123 (13.8%) SUs significantly increased firing rate during the second half of the test stimulus period in responded trials compared with nonresponded trials (permutation test p Ͻ 0.05). These results suggest that the relationship between population average firing rate and choice strengthens from the first half of the test stimulus to the second or that the effect was at least partially masked during the first half due to responses solely based on the acoustic features of the stimulus. In contrast, in A1, CP during the first and second halves of the test stimulus was not significantly different (Niwa et al., 2012a) .
Neurons that tended to have significant CP in one direction during one half of the stimulus tended to have CP in the same direction during the other half of the stimulus. Increasing neurons that had significant CP Ͼ0.5 in the first half were more likely to have significant CP Ͼ0.5 in the second half than the distribution of CP for the population predicts ( p ϭ 0.025; Fig. 5G ). Decreasing neurons that had significant CP Ͻ0.5 in the first half were likely to have significant CP Ͻ0.5 in the second half than the distribution of CP for the population predicts ( p ϭ 0.052; Fig.  5G ). Conversely (Fig. 5H ) , neurons that had significant CP Ͼ0.5 in the second half were more likely to have significant CP Ͼ0.5 in the first half than the distribution of CP for the population predicts ( p ϭ 0.026) and vice versa ( p ϭ 0.0498). These results suggests that neurons with significant CP tend not to switch sign (e.g., increasing to decreasing) during the stimulus.
The change in the magnitude of choice-correlated firing over the time course of a single trial is shown by comparing the cumulative spike counts for responded and nonresponded trials in Figure 6A for MUs and Figure 6B for SUs. The cumulative spike counts during the standard show no difference between responded and nonresponded trials. The cumulative spike count started to diverge Figure 3 . A, Raster plot of a MU response in ML to 5 Hz AM as modulation depth is varied from 0% (bottom) to 100% (top). The test stimulus is presented from time 0 to 800 ms. B, C, Trials in A sorted into responded (B) and nonresponded (C) trials. In B, activity is shown only for trials in which the monkey released the lever to report modulation. In B, there are more trials at higher modulation depths because, at these depths, modulation was easier to detect. The heavy vertical dashed line at time 0 is the time of lever release to which the activity in B is aligned. For each depth, trials are sorted by the animal's RT. The top raster at each depth is for the shortest RT and the bottom is for the longest, causing the rightward upward slope for activity at each depth. Dark lines represent test stimulus onset and offset, which is also slanted because of the RT sorting. In C, activity is shown for trials in which the animal did not report modulation. Because there was no lever release in this condition, activity is aligned to the stimulus as in A. D, average firing rate is shown for 28% depth for responded (dark dashed line) and nonresponded trials (light solid line) trials and aligned to test stimulus onset (time 0). Only 28% depth is shown because that was the only depth with sufficient numbers of responded and nonresponded trials (Ն5 each) to be included in the analysis. Note the average increase in activity beginning at time ϳ1000 ms, 200 ms after offset. E, Same as D, but aligned to RT (time 0) for responded trials. For nonresponded trials, the plot is aligned to (time 0) the average RT obtained from responded trials at the same depth. Note the increase in activity before response on responded trials. In D and E, the firing rate is in spikes per second calculated in 50 ms bins. F, Activity aligned to resume-release after a miss trial. Releasing the lever is allowed after a light cue and then the animal must release the lever so it can depress it again to start a new trial. G, Plots of average firing rate for report-release (dashed-line) and resume-release (solid line) at 28% depths in which there were enough (Ն5) trials for each condition.
slightly during the ISI, continued diverging through the test stimulus, and showed larger splits before report-release, as shown by the results from the CP analyses described above.
Relationship between unit CPs and their discriminability of AM
The ability of neurons to discriminate AM was correlated with their CP values, particularly later in trials, suggesting that AMsensitive neurons were also engaged in choice-related activity. We investigated whether ML cells that are better at discriminating AM have higher CPs by using ROC area to determine a cell's ability to discriminate AM from unmodulated noise based on firing rate (see Materials and Methods). We then performed a Spearman's correlation test using each neuron's grand CP and ROC area values to examine the relationship between a neuron's ability to discriminate AM and its CP. Significant positive correlations were found between neural AM sensitivity (ROC area) and grand CP in the 400 ms window before report-release for both MUs and SUs (Fig. 7) . In contrast, there was no significant correlation between units' AM discriminability and grand CP in ML during the ISI period, the first or second half of the test stimulus, nor before resume-release (Fig. 7A) . This result indicates that, in ML, although the population mean CPs during the ISI period and the second half of the test stimulus were significantly greater than chance, the choice-related activity during these periods was not more selective for AM-sensitive neurons. showing the number of MUs having significant report-release CP (left circle), significant resume-release CP (right circle), and both report-release and resume-release activity (intersection) for ML. The size of the circles reflects the proportion of units with significant release-related activity. F, Same as E but for SUs. G-L, Same as A-F but for A1 rather than ML. All p values (A-D, G-J ) are based on a t test. Nothing changed qualitatively and the same conditions were significant or not significant when monkey V was excluded (we did not record from ML in monkey V).
However, the choice-related activity just before report release was more selective for AM-sensitive neurons, suggesting that feedback targets these neurons or that these neurons are targeted for informing the decision on whether the sound is modulated.
In A1, we found a significant, positive correlation between units' AM discriminability and grand CPs during the second half of the test stimulus and during the 400 ms before report-release (Fig. 7B) . There was no significant correlation between units' AM discriminability and grand CPs during the ISI period or during the first half of the test stimulus.
These results show that, for both ML and A1, there was a significant correlation between AM discriminability and the size of CP for activity during later time periods in a single trial, suggesting that selective targeting of AM sensitive neurons by higher cortical areas (related to attention, decision, or some other feedback signal) takes place over time. However, this targeting process may occur earlier in A1 compared with ML, because a significant correlation with AM discriminability and CP appeared during the second half of the test stimulus in A1, but not in ML. This result also suggests that the increased activity before report-release, possibly related to the animals' motor action, is not randomly distributed over ML and A1 neurons, but rather is stronger in neurons that are more likely used in AM detection, suggesting a learned association between the AM stimulus and task-related nonauditory events.
Response category breakdown
In the next three subsections, we analyze how increasing, decreasing, synchronized, and nonsynchronized responses convey information about the animal's choice. Because interpreting how the brain might decode choice-related activity depends on the ability of neurons at higher stages to segregate activity by response type, we performed three different analyses. The simplest assumption is that the brain cannot analyze according to response type and just sums or pools activity (firing rate) across all neurons. This is what the analyses shown in Figure 4 , Figure 5 , and Figure 6 assume. We also cover three possibilities (one per section) of how higher areas could use information based on response type. First, we analyzed increasing and decreasing functions independently of synchronization type (Fig. 8) . This assumes that the brain can separately analyze (or compare) increasing and decreasing responses, but does not parse synchronized from nonsynchronized responses. Then we analyzed synchronized and nonsynchronized responses independently of whether the activity increased or decreased for modulated sounds. This assumes that the brain can separately analyze synchronized and nonsynchronized units, but does not parse according to increasing or decreasing rate (Fig. 9) . Finally, we combined the two analyses based on the assumption that the brain can separately analyze or compare by both increasing/decreasing and synchronization type codes (Fig. 10 ).
Increasing and decreasing responses
In ML, some neurons at a given modulation frequency increased their firing rate with increasing modulation depth ("increasing" responses), whereas others decreased their firing rate with increasing depth ("decreasing" responses). We found that increasing responses had significant CP, but decreasing responses did not (Fig. 8) . In this analysis, increasing units and decreasing units included both synchronized and nonsynchronized responses.
In theory, increasing and decreasing responses can carry separate information about AM discrimination as long as the brain uses appropriate decoding methods to separately analyze the two types of responses. A difference between ML and A1 is that a larger proportion of "decreasing" units were found in ML than in A1 (Table 2) . To investigate the possible different roles of increasing and decreasing response functions in the AM task, we examined CPs separately for increasing and decreasing depth-response functions. If decreasing functions are signaling AM, and if this decreased activity drives the choice, we would expect "decreasing" units to have CP Ͻ0.5. Conversely, if the decision is based upon a net aggregate increase in activity by summing over all of ML, CP should be Ͼ0.5 for both increasing and decreasing units.
Our results suggest that ML units with increasing depthresponse functions predict the animals' choices with increases in activity. Activity was higher in responded than nonresponded trials in all time periods for ML units with increasing depthresponse functions (Fig. 8 A, C) . Significance as measured by the population mean CP was significantly greater than chance during the ISI, the second half of the test stimulus, and 400 ms before report-release, but not during the first half of the test stimulus.
However, something different occurred for ML units with decreasing depth-response functions. Although none of the population mean CP values differed significantly from 0.5, the population mean CP was Ͻ0.5 for the first half of the stimulus and Ͼ0.5 for all other time periods (gray lines in Fig. 8 A, C) . One possible explanation is that units with decreasing depth-response functions predict animals' choices with decreases in activity early in the stimulus, but with increases later in the stimulus. The early decreases potentially reflect stimulus processing, whereas the later increases in activity might be related to decisions or motor planning.
(This result will take on more meaning later when decreasing responses are divided by synchronized and nonsynchronized responses and CP Ͻ0.5 reaches significance). CP for decreasing responses in A1 was dissimilar to ML, whereas CP for increasing responses was similar. Although the shape of the curves for A1 are similar to ML in Figure 8 , A1 CPs were significant in more time periods (Fig. 8 B, D) . Unlike ML, A1 units with decreasing functions were as active or more active on responded than nonresponded trials (CP Ͼ0.5) for all periods; however, these effects did not reach significance. Although the lower number of decreasing responses might contribute to the absence of significant CP in A1, the population mean CP of increasing responses was consistently higher than that of decreasing responses (Fig. 8 B, D) . Another difference between A1 and ML is that, in A1, the shape of the average CP versus time function was similar for increasing and decreasing units; in ML, the shapes were dissimilar (Fig. 8) . For this analysis, which ignores whether neurons are synchronized or nonsynchronized, these findings support the idea that the firing rate of "increasing units" is more predictive of animals' behavior than "decreasing units" in both areas.
Synchronizing versus nonsynchronizing responses
Some A1 responses encode AM by phase locking (synchronized responses), which often is accompanied by a change in firing rate. Others encode AM by changing firing rate without phase locking (nonsynchronized responses; Lu et al., 2001) . As the auditory system is ascended, the maximum modulation frequency to which neurons can phase lock decreases and nonsynchronized responses become more prominent. Therefore, nonsynchronized responses may reflect coding at a more (separately looking at increasing or decreasing) in the second half. The upper left quadrant shows the percentage of responses with significantly increasing CP (Ͼ0.5) in the first half that also had significantly increasing CP in the second half. The lower left quadrant shows the percentage of responses with significantly increasing CP (Ͼ0.5) in the first half that had significantly decreasing CP (Ͻ0.5) in the second half, etc. H, Converse of E comprised of units with significant CP during the second half of the stimulus reporting how they responded during the first half. For G and H, a binomial test was used to compare the probability of finding significant CP under each table condition with the overall probability of finding significant CP.
highly processed stage and have a special role in the perception of temporal modulation (Lu et al., 2001; Liang et al., 2002; Bartlett and Wang, 2007; Bendor and Wang, 2007) . Here we examined whether the magnitude of choice-correlated activity differs between synchronized and nonsynchronized responses.
In nonsynchronized ML neurons, significant decreases in CP (decreased activity for trials where the subjects reported AM compared with trials where they did not) during the first half of the stimulus were strong, whereas for synchronized units, CP was Ͼ0.5 during all time epochs (Fig. 9) . For these analyses, we collapsed across all neurons whether their responses increased or decreased to AM. For synchronized responses in ML, the population mean CPs were significantly greater than chance (0.5) during the ISI, the second half of the test stimulus, and before report-release for MUs, but only before report-release for SUs (Fig. 9 A, C) . For nonsynchronized responses in ML, significant increases in activity only occurred before report-release for MUs. (Lack of statistical power due to the smaller number of neurons with nonsynchronized responses might contribute to the lack of significance for some epochs.) The nonsynchronized ML responses showed an effect different from anything seen in A1. The nonsynchronized ML units significantly decreased activity during the first half of the test stimulus in trials in which AM was reported compared with trials in which it was not (Fig. 9C , note that CP Ͻ0.5 indicates decreased activity on responded vs nonresponded trials). This will be described in more detail when we divide nonsynchronized responses into increasing and decreasing categories (Fig. 10) .
For A1 synchronized responses, the population mean CPs were significantly greater than chance for all periods for MUs and during the second half and 400 ms before report-release for SUs. For A1 nonsynchronized responses, the average CP was always greater than for synchronized responses, but was less likely to deviate significantly from 0.5 (Fig. 9 B, D) . The population mean CP for nonsynchronizing A1 responses was significantly greater than chance-only 400 ms before report-release for both MUs and SUs. In A1, the lower number of nonsynchronizing neurons may be the reason why the population mean CP for these responses was not significantly different from 0.5, even though the CP values were consistently higher than those for synchronizing neurons (Fig. 9 B, D) . The fact that the population mean CP of nonsynchronized responses in A1 was consistently higher than that for synchronized responses suggests the firing rate of nonsynchronized responses is at least as important as the synchronized responses in predicting animals' choice behavior.
Synchronization and slope of depth function
We further analyzed population mean CPs to investigate a possible interaction between the two variables: response type (synchronizing vs nonsynchronizing) and slope of the firing rate versus depth function (increasing vs decreasing). The overall conclusions are that increasing responses are the major carrier of choice-related activity in both ML and A1 regardless of whether they synchronize, with the exception to this being nonsynchronized decreasing responses, which carry choice-related decreases in activity.
For increasing, synchronized responses in ML (Fig. 10 A, C, green, dotted lines), significant population mean CPs were found during the ISI, the second half of the test stimulus (MUs only), and before report-release. In A1, increasing, synchronized responses ( Fig. 10 B, D , green, dotted plots) showed significant CP during all the epochs for MUs, during the second half of the test stimulus, and before report-release for SUs. For increasing, nonsynchronizing responses in ML (Fig. 10 A, C) , significant population mean CPs were found during the second half of the test stimulus (SUs only) and before report-release. For increasing, nonsynchronizing responses in A1 (Fig. 10 B, D) , significant CP was found during the ISI (SUs only) and before reportrelease. Conversely, for decreasing responses, no significant population mean CP Ͼ0.5 was found during any time period. In ML, a significant decrease (CP Ͻ0.5) was found for decreasing nonsynchronizing functions, although only for SUs (Fig.  10C, magenta line) . These results indicate that, in both ML and A1, choice-correlated increases in activity are carried by increasing responses regardless of whether they synchronize to AM, except during the first half of the test stimulus.
Dependence of CP on BF, BMF, and topography
Correlation analysis revealed that CP tends to increase with decreasing BF. Even though A1 and r values are tonotopically organized, no topographical relationship to CP was evident. Correlation analyses between CP and recording location in the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral axes (Pearson's correlations done separately for each monkey) were inconclusive. This was at least partially due to a need to reimplant recording cylinders in two animals, and we were unable to align the two grid placements with confidence. Because the techniques used are not ideal for analyzing topography, this negative result should not be taken as strong evidence that there is no topography.
However, we also calculated Spearman's correlation coefficients for BF versus CP, which showed a tendency for higher CP values for cells with lower BFs, particularly later in the trial in ML. In ML, during the second half of the test stimulus and before th percentile of rate-based AM discriminability (ROC areas averaged across all depths). Trials are broken down into the standard sound, ISI, test stimulus, and poststimulus periods. The plots are shifted down at the start of the ISI, test stimulus, and poststimulus periods so that differences between responded and nonresponded trials can be better seen.
resume-release, there was a significant negative correlation (higher CPs for lower BFs) for MUs (r ϭ Ϫ0.32 and Ϫ0.33, respectively). For SUs, significance was reached before resume release (r ϭ Ϫ0.26), but not during the second half of the stimulus (r ϭ Ϫ0.17, p ϭ 0.098). For report release, r values were negative for MUs and SUs (Ϫ0.24 and Ϫ0.16, respectively), but were not significant ( p ϭ 0.072 and p ϭ 0.123, respectively). In A1, no significant correlation between BF and CP was found except for resume-release (r ϭ Ϫ0.26) for SUs. These results suggest that, in ML, CP might be stronger in cells with lower BFs.
We also investigated whether CP and BMF were significantly correlated. This involved breaking down the data by BMF type (BMF SC or BMF VS ) for each time period (ISI, first half, second half, report release) by area (A1 and ML) and by unit type (MU Figure 7 . A, B, Correlation between units' CP and AM discriminability. Spearman's correlation test r values are plotted from the ISI period, the first and the second half of the test stimulus, the 400 ms period before report-release and before resume-release for MUs (open circles) and SUs (solid squares) in ML (A) and in A1 (B). Asterisks (*) denote significant r values. Nothing changed qualitatively, but the correlation between CP and AM discriminability in A1 reached significance during the ISI when monkey V was excluded (we did not record from ML in monkey V). and SU). We repeated the analysis further breaking the data down by response type (increasing or decreasing). We also repeated this analysis for ␦BMF (the difference between BMF SC and BMF VS in octaves). Of all of these comparisons, only three reached significance. This leads us to conclude that there is no relationship, or only a weak one, between CP and BMF.
Strength of phase locking is not correlated with the animal's choice
We also examined whether neurons phase lock to AM more strongly when animals report AM compared with trials when they do not. VS PP was used as a measure of phase locking, and CP analysis was performed using VS PP . We found that in ML, the population mean grand CP based on VS PP during the stimulus period (80 -800 ms) was not significantly different from chance (mean CP ϭ 0.498, p ϭ 0.733 for all MUs and mean CP ϭ 0.506, p ϭ 0.314 for all SUs). We found a similar result in A1, in which the population mean grand CP was also not significantly different from chance (mean CP ϭ 0.495, p ϭ 0.235 for all MUs and mean CP ϭ 0.499, p ϭ 0.747 for all SUs).
Discussion
Based on earlier visual system studies, we would expect that with ascension of the cortical hierarchy, CP values would increase. However, in auditory cortex, we found different results indicating that when ascending the auditory system, there is a transformation in AM coding from primarily synchronized "increasing" responses in A1 to nonsynchronized and dual ("increasing"/"decreasing") coding in ML. Furthermore, this sensory transformation is accompanied by changes in the timing of activity related to choice. The various types of responses (synchronized increasing, synchronized decreasing, nonsynchronized increasing, and nonsynchronized decreasing) manifested these timing changes differently, suggesting functional specialization by response type. These results suggest functional differences between A1 and ML related to sensory coding, attention, and/or behavior. Romo et al. (1998) presented somatosensory cortical data that share similarities with our auditory cortical data. They trained monkeys to discriminate tactile stimulis flutter frequency (ϳ5-50 Hz) by reporting whether a second stimulus's frequency was higher than that of the first by pressing one of two buttons (Romo et al., 1998 (Romo et al., , 2003 Hernández et al., 2000 Salinas et al., 2000; Hernández et al., 2010) . First, primary somatosensory cortical (S1) neurons primarily increased firing rate with flutter frequency, whereas secondary somatosensory cortical (S2) neurons had a dual code, increasing or decreasing rate with flutter frequency (Table 2) . Second, S1 neurons phase locked to flutter frequency, whereas S2 neurons did not (ML neurons phase lock, but worse than A1 neurons). . Note that responses are not segregated by synchronized/nonsynchronized response type in this figure; therefore, each plot includes both synchronizing and nonsynchronizing units in the grand CP values. Asterisks (*) denote distribution means that are significantly greater than chance (0.5) by t test. Nothing changed qualitatively and the same conditions were significant or not significant when monkey V was excluded (we did not record from ML in monkey V). S2 and ML also shared similarities with respect to CP. S2 neurons showed a relationship to choice later, but not earlier, in the test stimulus , and decreasing units appear to encode choices differently than increasing units Chow et al., 2009 ). In addition, firing rate, but not phase locking, resulted in significant CP in S1 and S2 (Salinas et al., 2000) .
Comparison with other sensory systems
However, some of our results differ from other sensory systems. CP values were higher in S2 than S1, and S2 CP values were higher than our ML values Lemus et al., 2010) . Further, in the visual system, Nienborg and Cumming (2006) used a common task to compare V1 and V2 and found that CP was not significant in V1 but was in V2. Although the somatosensory and visual results support an increase in strength of correlation between neural activity and choice along sensory hierarchical pathways, we did not observe this from A1 to ML. Our A1/ML differences were more related to CP time course without large differences in overall CP magnitude.
Is ML a higher processing station than A1?
At first glance, CP in A1 and ML seems similar. In both areas, population CP is significant during the ISI, test, pre-reportrelease, and pre-resume-release periods. When averaging over the entire neuronal population, similarities outweigh the differences in the two areas.
However, when the activity is broken down by response type with finer time analysis, differences between A1 and ML appear. Significant CP in A1 begins during the ISI and increases slightly during the stimulus; in ML, significant CP starts during the ISI, but disappears during the first and reappears during the second half of the stimulus. This suggests that, in ML, early in the stimulus something different occurs (e.g., a dual code in which decreasing nonsynchronized responses help to inform the decision and/or masking of an attention effect by responses to the acoustic stimulus features).
Another simple explanation is that decision-related and/or motor-related activity is fed back to auditory cortex. In ML, other processes drive neuronal activity that eliminates or masks the choice-related feedback early in the stimulus, but later, choice or action-related inputs to ML come to the forefront. Another parsimonious explanation is that a constant incremental effect of attention or arousal is operating from the onset of the ISI through report-release and that this was masked during the first 400 ms of the test sound.
Are nonsynchronized responses special?
Another interpretation takes into account the higher prevalence in ML than A1 of responses that encode AM with activity decreases, particularly nonsynchronized decreasing responses ( Table 2 ). An important consideration, which will be discussed later, Figure 9 . A-D, Progression of population mean grand CP over a single-trial are shown separately for "nonsynchronizing" (gray, solid traces) and "synchronizing" responses (black, dotted traces) for MUs in ML (A) and in A1 (B) and for SUs in ML (C) and in A1 (D). Note that responses are not segregated by increasing or decreasing response type in this figure; therefore, each plot includes both increasing and decreasing responses in the grand CP values. Asterisks (*) denote that distribution means are significantly greater than chance (0.5) by t test. The same conditions were significant or not significant when monkey V was excluded (we did not record from ML in monkey V).
is whether the A1/ML differences are predominantly caused by the emergence of these ML decreasing neurons or if other neurons have different properties in the two areas.
Nonsynchronized responses may play a special role in processing temporally modulated sounds because they result from a temporal to rate code transformation with auditory system ascension (Lu et al., 2001; Bendor and Wang, 2007) . The higher proportion of nonsynchronized neurons in ML than A1 (Table 2) supports this idea. Interestingly, this difference is mainly due to more decreasing nonsynchronized responses in ML; the proportion of nonsynchronized responses that increase activity with AM depth is similar in both areas. The notion that both decreasing and increasing firing rates contribute to sensory discrimination, with the brain analyzing differences in activity between the two populations of neurons, has been postulated to operate in the auditory (McAlpine et al., 2001; Grothe et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2012) and other sensory systems (Schiller et al., 1986; Newsome et al., 1989; Gold and Shadlen, 2001; Romo et al., 2003; Machens et al., 2005) . Under this scheme, decreasing nonsynchronized responses might play a large role in sensory processing, but a lesser role in (or receive less feedback related to) decisionrelated and task-related motor activity. This could explain why decreasing nonsynchronized responses in ML were significantly less active on responded trials during the first half of the test stimulus, but during all other epochs did not exhibit significant CP and why increasing nonsynchronized ML responses' CP became significantly Ͼ0.5 later during the test stimulus. Accordingly, sensory processing occurs early in the stimulus and decreased activity in the decreasing nonsynchronized responses might be interpreted by higher areas as evidence of a modulated sound. Then later (possibly during the second half of the stimulus), when sensory processing is nearly completed, decisionrelated and motor-related activity is more prevalent, although not carried by the decreasing nonsynchronized responses.
The explanation above assumes that ML uses both increasing and decreasing activity in a complementary AM code, whereas A1 does not. It also assumes that decreasing nonsynchronized neurons' activity is used at higher levels to drive the decision. Our data also suggest that ML increasing nonsynchronized neurons are more influenced by, or involved in, the decision and/or motor planning process because CP is significant during the second half for increasing (but not decreasing) nonsynchronized ML responses (Fig. 10C ). This suggests that increasing nonsynchronized responses fall into two categories: one involved in sensory processing and one involved in, or reflecting, decisions/motor processes. Such relationships are not observed for A1 nonsynchronized neurons, suggesting that hierarchical processing contributes to ML nonsynchronized response properties. So, Figure 10 . A-D, Progression of population mean grand CP over a single trial are shown separately for "increasing, nonsynchronizing" (purple, solid traces), "increasing, synchronizing" (green, dotted traces), "decreasing, nonsynchronizing" (magenta, solid traces), and "decreasing, synchronizing" responses (orange, dotted traces) for MUs in ML (A) and in A1 (B) and for SUs in ML (C) and in A1 (D). Asterisks (*) denote that distribution means are significantly greater than chance (0.5) by t test. When monkey V was excluded, nothing changed qualitatively (we did not record from ML in monkey V). However, for increasing nonsynchronized neurons in A1 (D, purple solid), CP did not reach significance during the ISI ( p ϭ 0.056) when monkey V was excluded.
although A1 and ML increasing synchronized responses have similar CP (Fig. 10) , the differences between A1 and ML are not solely due to a smaller percentage of increasing synchronized responses in ML-the different properties of nonsynchronizing responses in the two areas also contribute. Tsunada et al. (2011) reported that 14% of anterior-lateral auditory cortex neurons had significant CP, but no significant population CP for monkeys' reporting whether two morphed words belonged to the same or different categories (the words "bad" or "dad"). In another categorization task, they reported large, significant CP in ventral prefrontal cortex (Russ et al., 2008) . Although experimental differences can contribute to identifying CP (Niwa et al., 2012a) , our results are consistent with the interpretation by Tsunada et al. (2011) that auditory cortex provides sensory evidence (in our case, about AM) to form a decision and ventral prefrontal cortex activity encodes the decision process output (in Tsunada et al., about which category a sound belonged).
Relationship to CP in prefrontal cortex

Modification of auditory cortex by behavioral meaning
Somatosensory influences have been reported in auditory cortex with strong effects caudomedially that become less pronounced with anterior lateral progression (Schroeder et al., 2001; Schroeder and Foxe, 2002; Fu et al., 2003) . Motor and other sensory modalities can modulate concurrent auditory responses (Fu et al., 2003; Werner-Reiss et al., 2003; Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Pekkola et al., 2005; Lakatos et al., 2007; Kayser et al., 2008 Kayser et al., , 2009 Lakatos et al., 2009; Kayser et al., 2010) . However, crossmodal influences extend beyond modulation of auditory responses; visual and somatosensory inputs can drive single A1 neurons directly in the absence of sound (Brosch et al., 2005; Bizley et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2008; Bizley and King, 2009; Lemus et al., 2010) .
We also observed nonauditory events independently driving A1 and ML neurons. Auditory cortical neurons might not only represent physical sound properties, but also a sound's meaning relative to a behavioral task, such as a sound's association with another stimulus or a reward associated with the sound (Scheich et al., 2011) . Our results further support that auditory cortical neurons not only encode behaviorally relevant stimulus parameters, but also represent nonauditory task contingencies required for solving a given auditory perceptual task.
